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After a short introduction to our concept of intuitive use
of user interfaces we would like to invite the interdisciplinary CHI community to discuss at least two important issues, namely: How does intuitive use and aesthetics relate? And, does physicality enable intuitive
use? In the following, we present some provoking theses to trigger the discussion of these questions.
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Introduction: Intuitive Use
The interdisciplinary IUUI research group (Intuitive Use
of User Interfaces) as a team of psychologists, computer scientists, engineers, and designers, has made it
its business to explore intuitive use as a well defined
scientific concept. A first result has been the definition
of the concept: ”A technical system is, in the context of
a certain task, intuitively usable while the particular
user is able to interact effectively, not-consciously using previous knowledge ” [11]. In a second step we are
currently working on design criteria for intuitively usable systems and devices. Apart from general design
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principles for intuitive use [10], two important que stions remain: What is the role of aesthetics? And, does
physicality enable intuitive interaction? We would like to
discuss these questions and try to find some answers
towards possible design principles.

Perception of Aesthetics and Intuitive Use
What is usable is beautiful – or the other way around?
Does it help to add an additional vague and ambiguous
construct to our concept of intuitive use? Is aesthetic
quality even a necessary precondition for intuitive use?
Leder et al. introduced a model of aesthetic processing
which proposes two types of output: an aesthetic emotion and an aesthetic judgment [9]. The aesthetic experience is conceptualized in an information processing
stage model: perception, implicit memory integration,
explicit classification, cognitive mastering, and evaluation. The first two stages are subconscious in nature
and highlight the potential of previous knowledge in the
appreciation of art and design. Therefore, taking innate
perceptual preferences (e.g. Gestalt Psychology) and
familiar patterns, thus the basis of intuitive use, into
consideration can result in a positive aesthetic evaluation. In contrast, hindered cognitive fluency disturbs
the process and will likely lead to a less favourable
evaluation. Norman’s model of emotional design [13]
goes one step further by including a behavioral level in
addition to the visceral, both of which are claimed to be
primarily subconscious. In other words, these two levels can be compared to the aesthetic experience outlined by Leder et al., but include the behavioral interaction of a user with a given system. Norman’s reflective
level on the other hand shows similarities to the output
of an aesthetic judgment.
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It would be shortsighted to expect everything familiar
to be classified as aesthetically appealing. Hekkert et
al. [5] highlight the importance of a carefully designed
balance between typicality and novelty. A dual-process,
which might be best summarized by the principle ‘most
advanced, yet a cceptable’ is proposed: typicality and
novelty as joint predictors of aesthetic preference.
Again, this could be seen in parallel to an aesthetic experience: intuitive use based on familiarity, might be
the prerequisite for a positive output, which in addition
to arousing novelty results in an overall aesthetic
judgment. Depending on the context, one process
might outweigh the importance of the other. For example, whereas novelty might be a stronger predictor in
art, which is primarily intended to evoke aesthetic appreciation, typicality might be a more crucial aspect in
time-sensitive situations where cognitive resources are
limited. This is often the case with interactive systems.
While Creusen and Schoormans [1] define aesthetic
value as the pleasure derived from seeing a product
without consideration of its utility, Djajadiningrat and
colleagues [3] suggest a shift in focus from beauty of
mere appearance to the beauty in interaction. After all,
interactive systems involve more facets than just the
visual sense (e.g. tactile, acoustic). Moreover, in line
with Hassenzahl’s [4] differentiation, the concept of
attractiveness should be subdivided in the higher-level
evaluation of beauty, which is basically independent of
a system’s perceived usability, and the evaluation of
goodness, which is related to instrumental qualities
such as usability. Tractinsky et al. [17] evoked a discussion on the equation ‘what is beautiful is usable'.
They claimed a comparable relationship of perceived
beauty and other inferred positive attributes in systems
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as has been observed in social psychology for humans
[2].

system infers a positive bias on the judgement of intuitive use.

From Aesthetics to I ntuitive Use: Design Patterns
One possible method of supporting the design process
of intuitively usable interfaces for different user groups
and usage situations is the description of interaction
design patterns. These patterns integrate specific control devices, interaction cycles, and dialog modules for
the design of user interfaces [16]. Each design pattern
contains the description of a design problem with the
corresponding solution and references to related patterns on higher and lower levels. Generic sets of interaction design patterns allow for a consistent and intuitive interaction logic for future applications.

Physicality, Tangible Interfaces and Intuitive Use

A specific challenge when developing design patterns is
the composition of so called aesthetic patterns which
are able to address specific motivational and emotional
user experiences (the sensory user experience). Jordan
[8] emphasizes that particular emotional responses
may be associated with particular types of form language. Based on well established design theories [18],
via aesthetic patterns, efficient design principles can be
formulated which imply all senses with their sensory
perception potential. Aesthetic factors in their contextual sense act as retrieval cues for previous knowledge,
because sensory steps and aesthetics judgements take
place in the very beginning of the perception process. If
none of the impressions is compatible with the previous
experience, the user can not intuitively approach the
device and its meaning.
So what are the conclusions? Is intuitive use a predictor
for aesthetic appreciation? Or might the opposite hold
true: a positive evaluation of an aesthetically appealing

As physicality is about to return in user interfaces [12]
and tangible interfaces are more and more popular
among interface designers [6], the question that drives
us is whether physicality is a criterion that facilitates
intuitive use per se. Various considerations which we
like to discuss at the panel let us assume that physicality supports or even enables intuitive interaction.
In respect of Rasmussen’s internal dynamic world
model [14] it appears easier to simulate the interactive
characteristics of physical objects than the behavior of
complex GUI dialogues and menus. Because physical
manipulation of the interface is frequently repeated and
re-encoded, it occurs usually below the consciousness
level and invokes, according to our definition, intuitive
use. The material form of tangible interfaces allows for
applying all kinds of engrained manual skills to the interaction with digital sy stems. Thus we assume that the
solution of the interaction problem in tangible interfaces
requires comparatively few cognitive resources and
leaves more capacities for the solution of the main
task, the overall problem [15].
The syntax of interaction in tangible interfaces is usually implicitly given by the physical coding and constraints of the interface. The user does not need to
learn an explicit command-language and –syntax. Action and object, which are usually specified separately,
are merged into joint interaction tokens. Thus the interaction alphabet reduces dramatically without losing
functionality.
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An often raised question whether intuitive interaction
with tangible interfaces is possible only at the cost of
less complex systems is still to be answered. We think
that applying physical metaphors to user-interfaces
may transfer user’s engrained sensomotor skills to the
manipulation of abstract data. This may help to advance from simple one-to-one mappings towards flexible tangible systems which are intuitive to use [7].

Discussion
Some of the presented theses are controversially discussed within the IUUI research group and even among
the authors of this proposal. Ther efore we expect a
lively discussion within the community at CHI2008.
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